How to save a princess

by

Howard I. Know
Once upon a time, there lived a beautiful princess named Madelina. Princess Madelina lived with her cat, Fluffy, in a castle on a hill. The castle was guarded by two knights, Frederick and Barnard. Princess Madelina was very happy and safe in her castle.
Life is Good, I am so happy, happy, happy!
One day while Knight Frederick and Knight Barnard were taking a nap, Sir Awful came and kidnapped Princess Madelina.
Princess Madelina was trapped inside Sir Awful's prison.
I am so sad, I love Princess Madelina!
Knight Barnard was so upset. He had to find a way to rescue Princess Madelina so he called his Fairygod Dude.
Don't worry, I got this.
So FairygodDude cast a spell that knocked out Sir Awful! Princess Madelina ran from prison back to her castle.
Knight Barnard and Princess Madelina and Fluffy were so happy to be back together!
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